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NXMW NXMW (MY Y)MR )LHYKM 1 Comfort ye, comfort ye
my people, saith your God.

DBRW (L-LB YRW$LM WQR)W )LYH KY ML)H CB)H KY NRCH
(WNH KY LQXH MYD YHWH KPLYM BKL-X+)TYH

2 Speak ye comfortably to
Jerusalem, and cry unto her,
that her warfare is
accomplished, that her
iniquity is pardoned: for she
hath received of the
LORD's hand double for all
her sins.

QWL QWR) BMDBR PNW DRK YHWH Y$RW B(RBH MSLH
L)LHYNW

3 The voice of him that
crieth in the wilderness,
Prepare ye the way of the
LORD, make straight in the
desert a highway for our
God.

KL-GY) YN&) WKL-HR WGB(H Y$PLW WHYH H(QB LMY$WR
WHRKSYM LBQ(H

4 Every valley shall be
exalted, and every mountain
and hill shall be made low:
and the crooked shall be
made straight, and the rough
places plain:

WNGLH KBWD YHWH WR)W KL-B&R YXDW KY PY YHWH
DBR

5 And the glory of the
LORD shall be revealed,
and all flesh shall see it
together: for the mouth of
the LORD hath spoken it.

QWL )MR QR) W)MR MH )QR) KL-HB&R XCYR WKL-XSDW
KCYC H&DH

6 The voice said, Cry. And
he said, What shall I cry?
All flesh is grass, and all the
goodliness thereof is as the
flower of the field:

YB$ XCYR NBL CYC KY RWX YHWH N$BH BW )KN XCYR H(M 7 The grass withereth, the
flower fadeth: because the
spirit of the LORD bloweth
upon it: surely the people is
grass.

YB$ XCYR NBL CYC WDBR-)LHYNW YQWM L(WLM 8 The grass withereth, the
flower fadeth: but the word
of our God shall stand for
ever.

(L HR-GBH (LY-LK MB&RT CYWN HRYMY BKX QWLK MB&RT
YRW$LM HRYMY )L-TYR)Y )MRY L(RY YHWDH HNH )LHYKM

9 O Zion, that bringest good
tidings, get thee up into the
high mountain; O
Jerusalem, that bringest
good tidings, lift up thy
voice with strength; lift it
up, be not afraid; say unto
the cities of Judah, Behold
your God!

HNH )DNY YHWH BXZQ YBW) WZR(W M$LH LW HNH &KRW
)TW WP(LTW LPNYW

10 Behold, the Lord GOD
will come with strong hand,
and his arm shall rule for
him: behold, his reward is
with him, and his work
before him.

KR(H (DRW YR(H BZR(W YQBC +L)YM WBXYQW Y&) (LWT
YNHL

11 He shall feed his flock
like a shepherd: he shall
gather the lambs with his
arm, and carry them in his
bosom, and shall gently lead
those that are with young.

MY-MDD B$(LW MYM W$MYM BZRT TKN WKL B$L$ (PR H)RC
W$QL BPLS HRYM WGB(WT BM)ZNYM

12 Who hath measured the
waters in the hollow of his
hand, and meted out heaven
with the span, and
comprehended the dust of
the earth in a measure, and
weighed the mountains in
scales, and the hills in a
balance?
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MY-TKN )T-RWX YHWH W)Y$ (CTW YWDY(NW 13 Who hath directed the
Spirit of the LORD, or
being his counsellor hath
taught him?

)T-MY NW(C WYBYNHW WYLMDHW B)RX M$P+ WYLMDHW
D(T WDRK TBWNWT YWDY(NW

14 With whom took he
counsel, and who instructed
him, and taught him in the
path of judgment, and
taught him knowledge, and
shewed to him the way of
understanding?

HN GWYM KMR MDLY WK$XQ M)ZNYM NX$BW HN )YYM
KDQ Y+WL

15 Behold, the nations are as
a drop of a bucket, and are
counted as the small dust of
the balance: behold, he
taketh up the isles as a very
little thing.

WLBNWN )YN DY B(R WXYTW )YN DY (WLH 16 And Lebanon is not
sufficient to burn, nor the
beasts thereof sufficient for
a burnt offering.

KL-HGWYM K)YN NGDW M)PS WTHW NX$BW-LW 17 All nations before him
are as nothing; and they are
counted to him less than
nothing, and vanity.

W)L-MY TDMYWN )L WMH-DMWT T(RKW LW 18 To whom then will ye
liken God? or what likeness
will ye compare unto him?

HPSL NSK XR$ WCRP BZHB YRQ(NW WRTQWT KSP CWRP 19 The workman melteth a
graven image, and the
goldsmith spreadeth it over
with gold, and casteth silver
chains.

HMSKN TRWMH (C L)-YRQB YBXR XR$ XKM YBQ$-LW
LHKYN PSL L) YMW+

20 He that is so
impoverished that he hath
no oblation chooseth a tree
that will not rot; he seeketh
unto him a cunning
workman to prepare a
graven image, that shall not
be moved.

HLW) TD(W HLW) T$M(W HLW) HGD MR)$ LKM HLW)
HBYNTM MWSDWT H)RC

21 Have ye not known? have
ye not heard? hath it not
been told you from the
beginning? have ye not
understood from the
foundations of the earth?

HY$B (L-XWG H)RC WY$BYH KXGBYM HNW+H KDQ $MYM
WYMTXM K)HL L$BT

22 It is he that sitteth upon
the circle of the earth, and
the inhabitants thereof are
as grasshoppers; that
stretcheth out the heavens as
a curtain, and spreadeth
them out as a tent to dwell
in:

HNWTN RWZNYM L)YN $P+Y )RC KTHW (&H 23 That bringeth the princes
to nothing; he maketh the
judges of the earth as
vanity.

)P BL-N+(W )P BL-ZR(W )P BL-$R$ B)RC GZ(M WGM-N$P BHM
WYB$W WS(RH KQ$ T&)M

24 Yea, they shall not be
planted; yea, they shall not
be sown: yea, their stock
shall not take root in the
earth: and he shall also blow
upon them, and they shall
wither, and the whirlwind
shall take them away as
stubble.

W)L-MY TDMYWNY W)$WH Y)MR QDW$ 25 To whom then will ye
liken me, or shall I be
equal? saith the Holy One.
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&)W-MRWM (YNYKM WR)W MY-BR) )LH HMWCY) BMSPR
CB)M LKLM B$M YQR) MRB )WNYM W)MYC KX )Y$ L) N(DR

26 Lift up your eyes on high,
and behold who hath
created these things, that
bringeth out their host by
number: he calleth them all
by names by the greatness
of his might, for that he is
strong in power; not one
faileth.

LMH T)MR Y(QB WTDBR Y&R)L NSTRH DRKY MYHWH
WM)LHY M$P+Y Y(BWR

27 Why sayest thou, O
Jacob, and speakest, O
Israel, My way is hid from
the LORD, and my
judgment is passed over
from my God?

HLW) YD(T )M-L) $M(T )LHY (WLM YHWH BWR) QCWT H)RC
L) YY(P WL) YYG( )YN XQR LTBWNTW

28 Hast thou not known?
hast thou not heard, that the
everlasting God, the LORD,
the Creator of the ends of
the earth, fainteth not,
neither is weary? there is no
searching of his
understanding.

NTN LY(P KX WL)YN )WNYM (CMH YRBH 29 He giveth power to the
faint; and to them that have
no might he increaseth
strength.

WY(PW N(RYM WYG(W WBXWRYM K$WL YK$LW 30 Even the youths shall
faint and be weary, and the
young men shall utterly fall:

WQWY YHWH YXLYPW KX Y(LW )BR KN$RYM YRWCW WL)
YYG(W YLKW WL) YY(PW

31 But they that wait upon
the LORD shall renew their
strength; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles;
they shall run, and not be
weary; and they shall walk,
and not faint.
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